
Subject: 6080 tubes FS/FT
Posted by Shane on Mon, 02 Jan 2012 23:21:07 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Willing to entertain offers, $$$ or trade.

Hi all.  I've 20 6080 tubes that came in a lot of others I got years ago.  I have no use for them and
foresee no use for them in the future, but thought one of you here may.  I'm going to assume they
were pulls as I don't have any original boxes for them, but they test good on my Sencore TC142
emissions tester.

I'm wanting to get the iron to finish my ST35 project that has been on standby for much too long,
thus the reason for the sale.  

I'm asking $100 plus actual shipping costs (to be determined) in the CONUS only.  Paypal
payment for goods to protect both you and I (I don't mind eating a few dollars on the fees to make
sure we're both happy).  Personal check or USPS money order is fine as well, but check will have
to clear your bank before I'll ship.

I would trade these for a set of the Edcor OPT's with the 23% taps (and I'll chip in some $$$ to
cover the difference):
http://edcorusa.com/products/799-cxpp25-ms-8k-23.aspx or this Edcor power trafo + some $$$
added on your end: http://edcorusa.com/products/593-xpwr005_120.aspx
I'm also looking for a Hammond 269JX and 125E to get going on a guitar amp project (Doug
Hammond Dragonfly).

Here is a link to the pics of the 6080's (as well as some others) to see in more detail:  6080 Tubes

The top row are all RCA branded tubes.  The bottom row are all GE I believe.  The first two are
marked, the last 8 are not.

I may also have the boxes of small signal tubes for sale soon, as well as the loose tubes and
6SN7's.  If anyone is interested in any of the other tubes please contact me and we can discuss it.
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